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PS - Seismic Data Display

1. File

Opens another file to replace current display.
Opens another file in a new display window.
Saves currently displayed part of the record as a seismic data file (*.dat).
Saves current display as an image file (*.jpg, *.bmp).
Prints current display (or multiple records).
Opens dispersion-curve (*.dc) file(s) in a separate window.
Opens a dispersion-image file [*(*OT).dat] in a separate window for "linked-display" mode.
Closes and exits this module.

2. Data

Displays first record in the file.
Displays previous record in the file.
Displays next record in the file.
Displays last record in the file.
Jumps into a specified record in the file.
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Displays information about the input data file (e.g., sampling interval, recording time, etc.).
Views contents of all header words for all traces in current record.
Animated display of multiple records. Right click to specify record range and animation speed.
Resample record(s) in time (t) and space (x). Following control dialog will appear.

2.1 Resample
The following control dialog has three tabs— "Space", "Time", and "Records"—in which resampling
intervals in space (x) and time (t) and resampling record range, respectively, can be specified. A
resampling interval greater than one (1) will "decimate" current data samples, while a fractional interval
will "interpolate" them. A fractional part will be ignored if the interval is greater than one (1).

The interpolation in time will use the frequency-domain (f) approach, while the space interpolation will
use the time-space (f-k) domain approach.
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3. Edit

*

Flips current record in the order of channel arrangement. Right click to save all flipped records
as a separate file (*.dat).

*

Exports currently displayed seismic data as a text file (*.txt). Right click to invoke the control
dialog explained in section 3.1.
Cuts and appends seismic traces and records into a separate file. A control dialog will appear,
which is explained in section 3.2.

3.1 Export Data
This module outputs seismic data as a text file (*.txt) by using the 3-column format. Although the type
of output for the first two columns can be chosen as shown in the dialog below, the last column always
contains the value of seismic data (i.e., amplitude of seismic wave at a specific time). Resampling (i.e.,
down sampling) can also be chosen by entering a number greater than one (1) in the edit box.
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3.2 Cut/Append Records and Traces
This module can selectively output seismic record(s) and trace(s) based on specific needs that can be
accomplished by properly selecting one or more options available within the multiple tabs in the dialog
as shown below.
Record

Begin/End
Record(s) / Move
Skip
All records
Normalize records
Rearrange RCD #

Specifies the range of records for output.
Logical number of record(s) collected at the same place before moving to the
next selection of records.
Number of records to skip (i.e., not to output) before moving to the next
selection of records.
When checked, all records in the input file are selected (by selecting the first
and last record numbers in the "Begin" and "End" boxes).
Normalizes each record before output (with a normalization amplitude of
"100.0").
Will show options to specify the beginning and increment of output record
number.
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Trace

Begin/End

Increment
All traces
Normalize traces
Rearrange channels

Specifies the beginning and end trace numbers to output. Trace number always
starts from "1" at the beginning, and "0" means default values in the input data
(i.e., first and last traces for "Begin" and "End").
Increment in "Begin" and "End" trace numbers when moving to the next
selection of records.
Selects first and last traces for the "Begin" and "End" records, respectively.
Normalizes each trace before output (with a normalization amplitude of
"100.0").
Will show options to specify the beginning and increment of the channel
number in the output.
Time

Begin/End
Starting and ending times for output.
Apply begin time as recording delay time
Will encode the beginning time of output (if other than "0") as recording delay
time in the trace header.
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Zero Data

Apply to traces
Apply to time

Will show options to specify beginning and ending traces to erase data values
(i.e., fill with zeros).
Will show options to specify beginning and ending times to erase data values.
Stacking

stack records
stack header #
Show header table
stack traces

Will stack records in the specified range into one "stacked" record before output.
Header word # of each trace that is used to stack traces of the same value.
Will display the file (*.pdf) describing all ParkSeis header words.
When checked, will stack all traces in a record before output.

Append Output
Will append output to the end of an existing data file.
Save Output As (*.dat) Allows user to specify output file name (*.dat)
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4. View

Displays the dialog containing all the controls (see section 4.1 for more details). This can also be
executed by double clicking on the display.
If depressed, applies trace normalization.
If depressed, turns the wiggle display into variable-area display.
Displays the average amplitude spectrum of the current record displayed.
Changes vertical display scale (left click = up, right click = down).
Changes horizontal display scale (left click = up, right click = down).
Selects (or deselects) particular trace being clicked.
Zooms into the rectangular area drawn by the mouse.
If depressed, draws time lines.
Displays current record in its entire number of traces for the entire recording time.
Displays a table of source/receivers (SR) configuration in a separate chart.
Displays the receiver array for the current record with the source location marked (if exists).
Changes display gain (dB) (left click = up, right click = down).
Shows trace number (if depressed) on top of the display.
Shows station number (if depressed) on top of the display.
Shows survey-line distance (if depressed) on top of the display.
Enables the scroll-window display.
Shows the linear velocity for a line drawn by the mouse.
Clears any lines drawn by using the mouse.
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4.1 Control Dialog
Double click on the display (or click the
button in the "View" tab of the tool bar on top) to invoke the
control dialog that contains all the controls related to display of seismic data with options available as
shown below.

Wiggle
Size

Horizontal wiggle size can be set by specifying display gain (dB) and amplitude in trace
spacing. For example, an amplitude of "1.0" will make the maximum value of a trace
take one trace space if there is no display gain applied (i.e., "0" dB).
Fill type
Area of wiggle to be filled (with black) in either positive (+) or negative (-) amplitude
direction. All wiggle displays in this guide are in positive (+) fill type. Positive
amplitudes always kick to the right side on display.
Normalization Wiggle size can be normalized with respect to maximum amplitude of either entire
record ("Global") or each trace ("Trace").
Display type Seismic amplitudes can be displayed in either wiggle type (below left) or variable area
type (below right).

Scale
Both vertical (time) and horizontal (trace) display sizes can be expanded in proportion to the specified
number.
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Range
Range of display in time (ms) and traces can be specified.
Labeling
Horizontal ("Trace") labeling can be specified in "Trace no." and "Offset." "Header #" displays value of
the corresponding header word number in the trace. Description of each header word is listed in the
green bar below the edit box. Distance within the survey line can also be specified if "Survey line
distance if found" box is checked. Labeling frequency determines how often the horizontal labeling is
rendered. "Title" is the label displayed on top of each display.
Vertical ("Time") labeling can be specified in the "Interval" box. Labeling will be rendered at every
"Major" time (ms), while tick marks will be rendered on every "Minor" time (ms). Time lines will be
drawn horizontally if "Draw Time Line" box is checked. All time labeling can be specified in seconds if
"Draw in seconds" box is checked. "Title" is the time-axis title.
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5. Process

Toggles display between the original "unprocessed" record and the most current
"processed" record.
Toggles display between the most current and the previous "processed" records.
Displays processing history of the current record displayed (if it exists).
If depressed, can apply frequency-domain filtering to all or selected traces of the record
currently displayed or multiple records specified (see section 5.1 for more details). The
asterisk (*) indicates that right clicking will invoke the control dialog.
If depressed, can perform frequency-wave number (f-k) domain filtering to all traces of
the record currently displayed or multiple records specified (see section 5.2 for more
details). The asterisk (*) indicates that right clicking will invoke the control dialog.
If depressed, can perform automatic-gain-control (AGC) to all traces of the record
currently displayed or multiple records specified (see section 5.3 for more details). The
asterisk (*) indicates that right clicking will invoke the control dialog.
If depressed, can perform muting (i.e., erasing data by filling with zeros) the top or
bottom portion of the record currently displayed or multiple records specified (see
section 5.4 for more details). The asterisk (*) indicates that right clicking will invoke the
control dialog.
If depressed, can perform swept-frequency-record (SFR) to the record currently
displayed or multiple records specified (see section 5.5 for more details). The asterisk (*)
indicates that right clicking will invoke the control dialog.
Can perform back-scattering-analysis (BSA) to the current seismic data file (see section
5.6 for more details).
Will generate a dispersion image for the current record displayed by using the
parameters automatically detected by the program. The generated image will be
displayed in a separate chart (see section 5.7 for more details).
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Can add random noise to the current record displayed or multiple records
specified (see section 5.8 for more details).
Can perform static correction to the current record displayed (see section 5.9 for more
details).
Can generate amplitude spectrum of the current record displayed (see section 5.10 for
more details).

5.1 Filter
Depress the Filter button and the following instruction dialog will appear. Double click at the center of
the zone of interest in the seismic display, or drag the mouse to draw a rectangular zone of interest and
then double click.

The following spectral control dialog will appear in which the overall amplitude spectra of the entire
(blue curve) and the selected (red curve) zones of the record are displayed in the chart. The trapezoidal
window specified by the four (4) filter parameters (F1, F2, F3, and F4) are also displayed (black curve).
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Filter Type
Four (4) types of filtering are available. "Band Cut" will cut (i.e., filter out) the amplitudes within the
frequencies of the trapezoidal window defined by the four (4) filter parameters (F1, F2, F3, and F4).
"High Cut" will cut amplitudes above frequencies in the window specified by the two filter parameters
F1 and F2. "Low Cut" will cut amplitudes below the frequencies in the window specified by the two filter
parameters F3 and F4. "Band Pass" will pass all the amplitudes at frequencies within the trapezoidal
window specified by the four filter parameters (F1, F2, F3, and F4). "Horizontal Events" will filter out
those arrival patterns that tend to be aligned along the horizontal line (i.e., arriving at the same time). If
this option is chosen, an edit box to specify the filter extent will appear. An example of filtering
"Horizontal Events" is illustrated in the user guide "Back Scattering Analysis (BSA)."
Multiple Filtering
Multiple "Band Pass" filtering can be applied to the same record currently displayed. Multiple sets of
four (4) filter parameters (separated by a space) can be specified in the list box as illustrated below.
Click "Run Multiple Band-Pass filtering" button to launch it, and a new seismic display window will
appear to display the output.

If you right-click the "Filter" button, then the general control dialog will appear with the following
options available.
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Filter options
Filter degree determines the band width of the four (4) filter parameters automatically based on the
relative spectral contents of the entire and specified zones of the current record. The "Weak" option
will choose a relatively narrow bandwidth, while the "Strong" will choose the broadest bandwidth. The
"Display spectrum and control dialog" will enable the display of spectral control dialog on executing the
filtering so that more detailed spectral controls can be chosen.

Save output
Check the "Save output" check box to save output as a separate file (*.dat). Record range for filtering
can be specified by selecting "Begin" and "End" record numbers as shown below.
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5.2 F-K
Depress the "F-K" button to execute the f-k filtering. The following information dialog will appear that
instructs how to execute the filtering (default filter type is "Fan Cut").

You can draw two linear slopes on the display with the mouse to define the range of linear seismic
events (i.e., "Fan") to be filtered, as illustrated below. Then, double click on the display to execute the
filtering.

If you right click the "F-K" button, the control dialog will appear with the following options available.
Type

Fan Cut

Filters out all linear events that fall within the specified range of slopes (i.e., "fan").

Fan Pass

Filters out all linear events that fall outside the specified range of slopes (i.e., "fan").

Horizontal Cut

Filters out all horizontal events.

Horizontal Pass

Filters out all non-horizontal linear events.
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FFT

Scaling size of the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) can be specified for time (t) and space (x) axes.
Sizes are directly proportional to the discrete intervals in frequency (f) and wavenumber (k) axes that
can influence the performance of the filtering. A larger size can sometimes lead to the more delicate
filtering performance, but it can prolong processing time. "Tapering" determines the smoothness of the
cutting edges in f-k domain that is related to the computational artifacts. The higher value in tapering
(i.e., smoother tapering) will result in less computational artifacts at the expense of less aggressive
filtering.
Band-Pass Filtering

The frequency-domain band-pass filtering can be applied before f-k filtering takes place. The specified
four (4) filter parameters define the trapezoidal pass band. To apply this filtering, check the "Apply
Band-Pass Filtering" box.
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Input and Output

The record range to which the f-k filtering is to be applied can be specified by selecting "Begin" and
"End" record numbers. A separate output file can be generated if the "Save output" box is checked.
Filtering Velocity

The range of linear velocities (i.e., slopes) for filtering can be numerically specified in the "Slowest" and
"Fastest" boxes rather than being determined by the two linear slopes drawn by mouse. If non-zero
values are specified in the two boxes, then double click on the seismic display to execute filtering
without drawing two linear lines.
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5.3 AGC
Depress the "AGC" button to apply automatic gain control. The following information dialog will appear
that instructs how to execute it (i.e., double click at the center of the zone of interest in the seismic
display, or drag the mouse to specify a rectangular zone and then double click).

If you right click the "AGC" button, a the control dialog will appear with the following options available.
AGC Degree
Degree of AGC is determined by the size of the time window that evaluates the average amplitude.
Three options ("Weak", "Mild", or "Strong") are available in the "AGC Degree" radio box, or a specific
window size (ms) can be specified in the edit box as shown below.
Record(s)
Record range to which AGC will be applied can be specified by selecting "Begin" and "End" record
numbers as illustrated below. Output can be saved as a separate file if "Save output" check box is
checked.
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5.4 Mute
Depress the "Mute" button to apply the linear mute. The following information dialog will appear that
instructs how to execute it (i.e., drag mouse to draw a straight line for mute boundary and then double
click on the seismic display).

Display on left below illustrates the stage right after drawing the straight line, and display on the right
illustrates the stage after execution of the mute by double click.

If you right click the "Mute" button, then the control dialog will appear with options available as shown
below. The "Mute type" tab contains the options for the type; i.e., muting top or bottom. The above
example illustrates muting "top." In the "Tapering" tab, you can specify the degree of tapering along the
mute boundary. It can be selected from the "Degree" radio box, or you can enter a specific value in the
edit box. In the "Record(s)" tab, you can specify to save output as a separate file by checking the "Save
output" box. You can also specify the range of records to process by selecting "Begin" and "End" record
numbers.
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5.5 SFR
Depress the "SFR" button to apply the SFR (swept-frequency-record) process (see Park et al., 1998). The
information dialog shown on the left will appear that instructs how to execute it (i.e., double click on the
seismic display). The execution will proceed and output saved with a default name [e.g., *(SFR).dat] that
can be displayed in a separate window as illustrated below.

Display below shows an example output of SFR process.

If you right click the "SFR" button, then the control dialog will appear with options available as shown
below.

Frequency (HZ)
Frequency range of the sweep can be specified by entering specific numbers in the "Begin" and "End"
edit boxes. This sweep can be saved as a separate file (*.dat) if "Save sweep (*.dat)" box is checked.
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Time
Total (ms)

Total time length of processed output in milliseconds (ms). This will be the same
as sweep time plus listening time.

Sweep Time (ms)

Time length of the sweep in milliseconds (ms).

Listening Time (ms) Time length after the end of sweep to "listen" in milliseconds (ms).
Output decimation

Output SFR can be decimated (i.e., down-sampled) before saving. Ratio indicates
how often output will be sampled. For example, a ratio of "2" indicates output
will be re-sampled every other sample. The corresponding Nyquist (i.e., Max)
frequency (Hz) will be updated in the box below as the ratio changes.
Tapering

Window lengths of tapering at the beginning and ending portions of SFR can be specified by entering
specific numbers in the "Begin of sweep" and "End of sweep" edit boxes. A longer tapering window (i.e.,
the smoother tapering) will result in less computational artifacts.

Records
Range of records to which SFR will be applied can be chosen by selecting "Begin" and "End" record
numbers. Output file name can be specified by clicking "Save Output As (*.dat)" button.
Process
Type of process can be specified in the "Options" radio box. The "SFR" option will simply stretch the
input time series (i.e., one trace) by convolving it with the designed sweep function. This is the
operation indicated by equation (5) in Park et al. (1999). The "SFR + LMO Correction" option will apply
the linear-move-out (LMO) correction to the SFR by using the dispersion information provided by a
separate file (*.dc). This is the operation called "Dynamic Linear Move Out (DLMO)" correction in Park
et al. (1998). The "SFR + LMO + Stacking" option will apply the stacking (i.e., averaging data values in the
same time) to the output record from the "SFR + LMO" operation. In this case, the offset (i.e., distances
from source) range for stacking can be chosen by specifying values in the "MIN" and "MAX" edit boxes.
Surface coordinate information of output stacked records can be viewed by clicking the "Coordinates"
button, which will display the information in a separate list box as illustrated above. The last two
options (i.e., "SFR + LMO" and "SFR + LMO + Stacking") will ask user to provide the file name (*.dc) for
the dispersion information.
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5.6 BSA
Click "BSA" button to apply "Back Scattering Analysis (BSA)" to the current seismic data set. The
following control dialog will appear in which all related parameters can be specified. See the PS User
Guide "Back Scattering Analysis" for more details.

5.7 OT
Click the "OT" button to generate a dispersion image for the current seismic record displayed. The
program will detect surface wavefields in the input record and determine appropriate processing
parameters (e.g., frequency and phase velocity ranges) that are used to generate the dispersion image
record, which will be displayed in a separate display window as illustrated below. See PS User Guide
"Dispersion Image Generation" for more details.
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5.8 Noise

Depress the "Noise" button to add random noise to the seismic data. The control dialog will appear with
following options available.
Noise degree (%)
Reference amplitude

Apply filtering
Apply to all records

Relative extent (%) of noise to be added with respect to the total wavefield
energy of each trace calculated by FFT.
An arbitrary amplitude can be specified that is used as a "reference" to calculate
the noise degree (%). If "max. input data" is checked, then it shows the value
for the current record displayed.
Band-pass filtering can be applied after adding random noise by specifying the
four (4) filter parameters (F1, F2, F3, and F4) to define the pass band (HZ).
If checked, noise will be added to all records in the input file. In this case, the
output will be saved as a separate file.

5.9 Static
Depress the "Static" button to apply static correction to the current record displayed. The following
information dialog will appear that instructs how to execute it (i.e., double click at the center of the zone
of interest, or drag mouse to draw a rectangular zone and then double click).

The display below illustrates the instance of drawing a rectangular zone to generate a "pilot wavelet" by
averaging (i.e., stacking) the wavelets inside the zone, and then user will double click on the display. The
next display shows the output after the static correction has been applied, showing that "static" effects
have been greatly reduced.
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If the operation is executed by a double click without drawing the rectangular zone, then the control
dialog will appear with following available options.
Start and end trace no. for reference window:
The trace range to construct the "pilot wavelet" by summing data values in the specified traces. Use "0"
to indicate the default values in the input record (for example, "0" for start and end means the 1st and
last traces in the input record).
Start and end time for reference window (ms):
Time range (ms) to construct the "pilot wavelet" from the traces specified above. Use "0" to indicate
the default values in the input record (for example, "0" for start and end times means the beginning and
ending times of each trace).
Max. static limit (ms):
Maximum limit (ms) in the static correction to apply. Use a greater value (e.g., 500) if the input record's
static is especially severe.
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Moving-window traces/side:
Number of traces on each side (before and after) to add to the current trace before the static correction
is applied. This will generate an "averaged" current trace by stacking ambient traces so that a "smooth"
correction can be applied.

5.10 Spectra
Press down the "Spectra (
)" button to generate amplitude spectra of traces in the current
record displayed. The following information dialog (on left) will appear that instructs how to execute it
(i.e., double click in display to generate spectra for all traces in the display, or drag mouse to draw a
rectangular zone of interest and then double click). Output "spectra" traces will be displayed in a
separate window as shown below (right).

Each "amplitude spectrum" trace represents the amplitude variation with frequency for the
corresponding trace in the input seismic record.
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If you right click the "Spectra (
available as shown below.

)" button, then a control dialog will appear with the options

Spectra
The type of output can be selected from two options—"Trace" and "X-Y Chart." The output displayed
previously is the "Trace" type, and the other type is displayed below. Output frequency interval (Hz) and
maximum frequency can be specified within the highest (Nyquist) frequency available.
Spectra Record(s)
Frequency range (Hz) and interval (Hz) of output spectra records can be specified. Each trace can be
normalized (with a normalization amplitude of "100") before the calculation of its spectrum if the "Apply
trace normalization" box is checked. The spectra records (of "Trace" type) can be generated for all input
records if the "Apply to all records" box is checked. In this case, the output file name (*.dat) can be
specified by clicking "Save Output As (*.dat)" button.
The following display illustrates the output of "X-Y Chart" type. Individual trace has its own spectrum
data (curve) (*.SPC) that can be saved by clicking "Save" button on top of the display window. This
output can be displayed from the main menu by selecting "Display" → "Spectra Display" as shown below.
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6. Records

This tab has tools to navigate through different records in the input file. A specific record can be chosen
by selecting a record number in the dropdown box on the left, or by moving the track bar on right.
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